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Welcome to the FAME newsletter
In this issue, find out more about our second highlight of the Knowledge Base sections: Policies &
Regulations. Get an expert's perspective by reading the latest article of the re-launched CAD VIP Blog
article and don't miss the latest news and upcoming events within the CCAM community. 

 

The Regulations and policies section serves as a centralised repository, gathering the most relevant
regulations and policy initiatives related to connected and automated vehicles. Here, you can gain insights
into the status and future regulatory requirements concerning legislative bases for the approval of
automated vehicles on public roads. Uncover the regulations pertaining to automated driving functions,
providing you with a comprehensive understanding of the evolving landscape. Additionally, a list of national
regulations, both within the European Union and beyond, is available to the guidelines and protocols
necessary for conducting tests involving connected and automated vehicles. Finally, discover an
assortment of design and validation guidelines specific to Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
and Automated Driving (AD) technologies.

You can explore the current status of regulatory and legislative bases in European countries through an
interactive map and discover per specific member states:

Testing infrastructure
Procedure description
Organisation/s in charge

https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/cad-vip-blog/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/
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This sub-section analyses emerging national testing regulations that are being implemented in multiple
European Member States and at the international level. This analysis aims to provide insights and establish
a comprehensive set of guidelines for forthcoming EU-level projects that will involve highly automated
vehicles.

We also provide a comprehensive overview of the regulatory framework governing vehicles and road
safety within the European Union. Delving deeper, we focus on pertinent topics related to automated
driving. Here, you will find insights into the latest regulatory proposals, along with access to essential
documents such as guidelines issued by various member states and other non-binding official publications.

Around the world, a uniform regulatory framework remains a distant goal. Many countries adopt distinct
approaches, often employing self-certification schemes or proprietary regulatory structures. In certain
instances, these unique frameworks draw inspiration from UNECE regulations as their foundation. 

Help us keep the Knowledge Base relevant and up-to-date: send us feedback on newest
information, links or documents regarding the Regulations & Policies section, as well as all
other sections of the Knowledge Base.
 
Help us as well keep up with the latest news & events in the field: send us your CCAM-related

https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/european-map/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/national-level/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/national-level/eu/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/national-level/non-eu/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/eu-level/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/regulation-and-policies/world-wide-harmonization/
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news or events for promotion on the Knowledge Base.
 
Send us your suggestions for improvements or additions to the Knowledge Base.

Get involved
with the KB!

On the KB you can also register to get involved in the CAD Stakeholder Network activities organised by
FAME, such as workshops or the EUCAD conferences and the EUCAD Symposium.

The FAME Consortium is excited to present you with the latest contribution to the Knowledge Base VIP
Blog!

"A new form of collaboration on automated mobility in Austria" 

By Aggelos Soteropoulos, Senior Expert Automated Mobility & Safety. AustriaTech – Federal Agency for
Technological Measures Ltd., Austria

and Michael Nikowitz, Coordinator Automated Driving. Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment,
Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology, Austria.

Read the Article

Interested in providing your own insights on CCAM?
 

Send us an email at info@connectedautomateddriving.eu

The international UK’s first fully

https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/contact/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/contact/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/contact/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/eucad/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/eucad/#Symposium
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/cad-vip-blog/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/cad-vip-blog/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/blog/a-new-form-of-collaboration-on-automated-mobility-in-austria/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/blog/a-new-form-of-collaboration-on-automated-mobility-in-austria/
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ROADVIEW Webinar
02 OCT 2023 ONLINE

More information

Urban Mobility Days
04 - 06 OCT 2023 SEVILLA, SPAIN

Connected and
Automated Mobility

landscape
One of Zenzic‘s latest publications, the International

CAM Landscape (ICL) looks at some of the key
CAM players across the…

Read more

autonomous bus
service has launched in

Scotland
In May 2023, Scotland welcomed five autonomous
buses into passenger service, marking a milestone

in the £6.1 million (US$7.4 million)…

Read more

How CCAM Association
members’ contribute to

the Partnership’s
objectives

the CCAM Association’s members are contributing
through their own activities to achieving the

Partnership’s objectives.

Read more

How best to share
European mobility data
The EU-funded PrepDSpace4Mobility Coordination
and Support Action (CSA) is laying the foundation

for a common, secure and controlled way of…

Read more

- Read all news here -

https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/blog/event/roadview-webinar-an-introduction-to-the-av-industry/
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https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/news/
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More information

SHOW 4th Pan-European
Workshop

12 OCT 2023 DÜSSELDORF & MONHEIM-AM-
RHEIN, GERMANY

More information

EARPA 4th FORM Forum
2023

17-18 OCT 2023 BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

More information

- Discover all events here -
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